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THE PILOT IN COMMAND IS RESPON- 
SIBLE FOR THE SAFE AND PROPER 
OPERATION OF HISMER AIRCRAFT 
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WITH THAT AIRCRAFT'S PILOT'S OP- 
ERATING HANDBOOK AND OTHER 
OFFICIAL MANUALS AND DIREC- 
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For Wattlpeterson, 

Satisfying Customers 

All Comes Down To 

T h e  Same Thing: A Piper 

Malibu Mirage. 

With 16 sale5 people on the road every day, commer- 
cial airline expenses were eroding company profits. 
Now on his third Piper Malibu Mirage, Watt sees 
thc company airplane as one of his best competitive 
weapons in a business fraught with tight deadlines. 
and where high-end four-color visual material just 
can't be transm~tted electron~cally. "Our sales people 
make more sales calls than the competition. We 
conscientiourly track what comparable airline travel 
costs would be, and I know for sure that with 700 
flight hours logged per year, the Malibu Mirage 
more than pays tor itself." 

r c 3  \~ r~ness  asset I can prove the value 
n' .\t \ 'I'  41 \\!rage r~ght  on our balance sheet 
'.\ 2 c m Z ~ m e r  relat~ons tool, I let my growmg 

cl!+.n-C- k'ce tell that story" 
:q7 .-mmatlon on how you can put the 

'-32' v q - a n c e  speed and economv of the newest 
'.'; 

' b ' q z e  70 work In your busmess, call P~per 
wratlon at 407 567 4361, ext 2400 
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Dick Perschau 
President and Board Member 

Dick started flying around age 12 and 
got his private license at age 16. He 
remembers falling asleep in Paul 
Poberenski's garage while his Dad, 
Uncle Vern and Paul talked about 
setting up an "Experimental Aircraft 
Pilots' Organization". 

Dick entered the Air Force after 
medical training, became a Flight 
Surgeon and flew over 2,000 hours in 
fighter squadrons with time in F-100s, 
F-4s, F-1 1 1 S, F-1 O ~ S ,  F-5s, F -18~ ,  F- 
104s and the F-16. He recently 
"retired" to a USAF Reserve 
consultant in Anesthesiology after 27 
years of active and reserve service. 

Currently in active practice in 
Anesthesiology in Austin, Texas, Dick 
is in partnership with two others in 
Malibu 4377A. With about 2300 
civilian hours and about 300 in the 
Malibu, he considers the Malibu "one 
of the sweetest airplanes he has ever 
experienced". 

It's the first day of 1995. I have just 
landed from a 2+50 hour flight from 
JeffCo (KBJC - Denver) to Austin - 
great tail winds at FL 190. I was very 
impressed with the Stevens Aviation 
FBO at JeffCo. All the personnel, from 
the line to the desk, were notably 
friendly, available and helpful. This 
service includedeverything from arental 
car, obtaining a room on New Year's 
Eve (everything was booked), towing, 
and obtaining a hanger. Fuel price was 
average. 

The facility is excellent, and a new 
Ford Taurus was always available as a 
courtesy car and a 4-wheel drive 
Explorer appeared for a rental car 
request. M*MOPA member Bill 
Prymak's noted Malibu A&Pmechanic, 
Rod Tipton, is on the field as well at 
Wind Song Aviation (303-469-5858) 
should you ever need him. 

We have about 60 hours on our bird, 
N4377A, since engine rebuild, and the 
Ram cooling conversion. It is sweet. 
CHTs in the climb at 35/25 and 140 
knots average 350 degrees when leaned 
to 26 to 27 galsfhr. Cruise at 65% power 
manifests "mid green" analog readings 
and GEMS at 250 to 275. 

I am very pleased that Jack Riley (an 
M-MOPA member by the way) accepted 
our challenge for the Malibu cooling 
research and development. Jack's 
resume reads like aviation history and 
includes chief engineering positions 
with Douglas Aircraft (DC-9), Pratt & 
Whitney (SR-71 engines), North 
American Rockwell (Apollo-Saturn 3, 
Vought Aircraft (18 STC's), and now 
RAM. 

To strengthen his commitment, he 
bought a Malibu for RAM'S research 
and brought John Mariani out to Waco 
to train his pilots. With most of the 

footwork for the Malibu cooling project 
accomplished by Jeffrey Rose, a young 
engineer excited by the prospects, we 
hope that a 2000 hour TBO will be the 
reward. 

The RAM facility, located at the east 
side of Waco, TX Regional Airport is a 
must-see Malibu-driver stop. Their 
1930's style hanger looks like the 
"Spirit-of-St. Louis" will soon emerge. 
The place is filled with multiple 
innovations, exciting mods and 
inventions by Mr. Riley. Taking a 
perfect Continental engine from the box, 
they make it "racing excellent". 

Jack Riley's team of 18 engineers 
and over 120employees put out frequent 
"Maintenance Tips" for their customers 
which can be obtained on request. At 
the 1993 Austin convention, he made it 
a point to caution us about the synthetic 
oil problems they observed withaircraft 
engines. 

Well, I was especially interested in 
their current change of recommendation 
to straight #50 Aeroshell instead of 
multi-weight 15-50 Aeroshell for the 
Continental engine. This is based on 
recent observations of accelerated 
engine wear on several engines in their 
care.  This particular "RAM 
Maintenance Tip" will be published in 
the next issue. 

By the time you all receive this 
M-MOPA journal, your Executive 
Board will be meeting at the 1995 
M*MOPA Convention Site at Hilton 
Head Island for the Association's six- 
month out planning and organizing 
meeting. 

The "Organization" continues to 
mature and grow. There are big plans in 

Continued on Page 6 
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President's Comer - Cont'd from 
Page 5 

the near future to involve 
ourselves with the FAA's 
recent desire to write training 
requirements for aircraft in  
the category similar to our 
Malibus. Along those lines, 
I have responded to the 
FAA's Docket No. 27905 
with the letter on this page. 

I am further researching 
the possibility of setting up 
our own Internet mail box 
for sharing Malibu ideas, 
problems, part finding, 
experiences, happenings, 
and just "hangar talk".. M y  
e-mail address i s :  
rap@eden.com. Give me 
some response either by e- 
mail, fax15 12-328-61 15, or 
fone recorder15 12-328- 
071 1. We could have our 
own dedicated computer 
center and M-MOPA mail 
boxibulletin board for not 
much money - if there i s  any 
interest. Let me know. 

M y  recent personal 
experience with insurance 
renewal manifests that our 
rates are in  recognition of 
our Organization's goals and 
endeavors for safety and 
training standards. 
However, we need your 
continuing input to help 
those goals evolve in the 
direction you feel is best for 
your bird and all of the birds 
out in  the fleet. Write or call 
me with your comments. 

I n  the meantime. 

Fly Safe. 

1 1 January, 1995 

Office of the Chief Counsel 
Attention: Rules Docket (AGC-10) 
800 Independence Avenue, SW 
Washington, DC 20591 

Re: Docket No. 27905 

Dear Sirs: 

I am pleased to submit the following comments on behalf of the MalibuIMirage 
Owners and Pilots Association. M-MOPA was formed in 1991 and the present 
membership consists of approximately 352 MalibuIMirage owners and operators, and 
other individuals with an interest in the Piper PA-46 aircraft. The active PA-46 fleet 
consists of approximately 565 aircraft worldwide, with 435 being registered in the United 
States. 

Since its inception, MaMOPA's primary goal has always been flight safety. With that 
goal in mind, M-MOPA has continually emphasized the need for training, primarily 
through the publication of a quarterly magazine, and the annual convention which has 
been approved by the FAA as part of the Wings program. In 1994, upon learning that 
some insurance companies were not requiring MalibuIMirage pilots to complete specific 
training in the PA-46, the M-MOPA Board of Directors issued the following policy 
statement: 

The MalibdMirage Owners and Pilots Association has always 
recognized and emphasized the need forthorough and comprehensive 
ground and flight training, and stronglyrecommends that all Malibul 
Mirage pilots receive initial and recurrent training, at least yearly, from 
an experienced MalibuIMirage instructor. 

MaMOPA has indeed emphasized training at the annual conventions. Speakers have 
always included recognized experts in a variety of aviation fields, and prominent flight 
instructors with recognized experience and expertise in PA-46 training. These instructors 
have also conducted recurrent ground and flight training for individual pilots at the 
convention site. M-MOPA maintains an ongoing dialogue with these instructors and 
solicits feedback from its members regarding the quality of training by various instructors 
and organizations. The Association has also established a training committee to monitor 
and hopefully improve the quality of PA-46 training nationwide - to the extent possible. 

M-MOPA has also reviewed various training outlines, curriculums and syllabi, 
including those developed by Piper Aircraft Corporation, which has unfortunately ceased 
offering PA-46training. In 1994, MaMOPA also assisted the AOPA Air Safety Foundation 
in the development of its PA-46 Safety Review, and distributed copies of the Safety 
Review to all convention attendees at no charge as a member benefit. The Safety Review 
analyzes PA-46 accidents, provides a significant amount of flight safety information, and 
contains a recommended training outline for initialltransition and recurrent training - 
which MaMOPA endorses. I understand that the AOPA Air Safety Foundation will also 
be submitting comments for this docket. 

Overall, M-MOPA's basic position on this issue, as reflected in the policy statement 
of its Board of Directors, is that it strongly recommends thorough and comprehensive 
transition and recurrent ground and flight training for all PA-46 pilots, as well as all other 
pilots of complex single engine and light twin engine airplanes. We commend the FAA 
for its efforts to develop and disseminate more effective advisory materials regarding 
training and lookfonvard to reviewing them upon publication. We also plan to review all 
other comments in the docket and would appreciate the opportunity to review draft copies 
of any advisory circulars, and to provide further comments or assistance to the FAA in 
its development of these advisory materials. 

Please advise me of further developments. I am, 

Sincerely, 

Richard Perschau, President M-MOPA 
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Kevin is the Director of Maintenance 
and Service Manager for Western 
Piper Sales, Fresno, California which 
has marketed and serviced Piper 
aircraft since 1973. Kevin is an IA who 
has specialized in MalibuIMirage 
maintenance for ten of his seventeen 
years in general aviation. He is also a 
licensed private pilot with a multi- 
engine rating. 

Western Piper Sales specializes in the 
maintenance of Western States 
MalibuIMirage aircraft and the world- 
wide Pressurized Navajo Fleet. 

This is the ninth in a series of articles 
tbout the maintenance of Malibu series 
iircraft. In the last article I explored the 
airage electrical system. This article 
d l  focus on the PA-46-310Pt350P 
meumatic system. Longtime readers 
nay notice that I have omitted the 
'preventative measures" suggestions 
?om this article. This is because, in 
nost cases, routine maintenance is all 
hat is needed to avoid the problems I 
d l  outline. 

SYMPTOMS 

1. Surface de-ice systems 
~noperative. 

POSSIBLE CAUSES 

1. Defective timer. 
2. Defective or frozen control valve. 
3. Frozen moisture in system. 

SYMPTOMS 

1. Surface de-ice boots do not inflate 
fully; annunciator lights d o  not 
illuminate. 

POSSIBLE CAUSES 

1. Control valve or sequence valves 
dirty or frozen. 

2. Leaking or disconnected hoses. 
3. Frozen moisture in system. 

SYMPTOMS 

1. Stand-by vacuum pump 
inoperative. (Indicator ball visible in 
gauge.) 

POSSIBLE CAUSES 

1. Defective pump or wiring. 
2. Open (defective) pump isolation 

diode. 

3. Defective timer. 
4. Defective standby vacuum pump. 

SYMPTOMS 

1. Boots appear to inflate fully but 
me or more annunciator lights does not 
Iluminate. 

POSSIBLE CAUSES 

1. Defective pressure switches. 
2. Broken or disconnected wires on 

xessure switches. 
3. Leaks in plumbing or boots. 

SYMPTOMS 

1. De-ice boots partially inflate in 
flight. (Very noticeableathigh altitude.) 

POSSIBLE CAUSES 

1. Leaks in plumbing or de-ice boots. 
2. Sequence valve frozen or leaking 
3. Loss of vacuum to de-ice boots. 
4. Holes in de-ice boots (auto 

inflation). 

SYMPTOMS 

1. One wing de-ice boot will not 
inflate and annunciator light illuminates. 
(Normally found at high altitudes and 
cold temperatures.) 

POSSIBLE CAUSES 

1. Water trapped in boot or supply 
line. 

2. Blocked or kinked supply line. 

SYMPTOMS 

I .  Right de-ice boot deteriorates 
quickly and cannot be kept looking as 
good as the other boots. 

Continued on Page 10 
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DELIVERY POSITIONS A VAILABLE: 

SERIAL NUMBER 194 - JUNE 1995 
SERIAL NUMBER 205 - SEPT 1995 

TRADES WELCOMED - ALL MAKES AND MODELS 

COMPUTERIZED PARTS - A VIONICS 
FAA REPAIR STATION 

NTINUES ' 

I H Groton - New London Airport, Groton, Ct 06340 
CALL GARY SAUNDERS 

(203) 448-1 234 or if busy (203) 449-8999 
FAX (203) 449-9924 

NEW ENGLAND'S AUTHORIZED 

L 

COLUMBIA AIRCRAFT SALES, INC. 
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TECHNIQUES FOR OPERAT~NG THE MALIBU/MIRAGE 
ON SHORT, UNIMPROVED SURFACES 

Ron Cox 

President of Aviation Training 
Management Inc. of Vero Beach, FL. 
ATM is a company that specializes in 
Initial and Recurrent Training in Sin le 
and Twin Engine Pressurized Arcrat. 

Ron is a retired Army Senior Aviator. He 
has held several trainin management 
positions at Piper Aircra \ and SimCom 
Training Centers before starting full time 
with ATM in 1992. 

Ratingsinclude ATP, MEI, CFII, Airplane 
and Rotorcraft. Ron has over 5500 TT 
and 3600 a s  an instructor. 

'hen people buy Malibu or 
Mirage aircraft, the majority 
of owners never plan to land 

the aircraft on anything but improved 
surfaces. For those few who fly out of 
unimproved strips on a regular basis or 
for the Malibu operator who is required 
to land on such surfaces occasionally, a 
few practical considerations ought to be 
used when these operations arerequired. 

We will start this article by looking 
at four areas the operator must consider 
in every unimproved field operation. 

Surface Condition 
Aircraft Performance 

Pilot Technique 
GoINo-Go Decision Making 

Suflace Condition 

The first part of any operation into or 
out of an unimproved strip is the 
determination of surface condition. 
Hard packed clay will present few 
problems to the Malibu operator. Grass 
and soft, sandy soil is another matter. 
The Malibu Pilot Operating Handbook 
(POH) is intentionally skimpy in 
providing useful data that will cover a 
variety of runway conditions such as 
slopc, vcgetation, and surface hardness. 

The POH does provide us with data 
on hard surfaced, level runways. This 
data was certified by a test pilot for the 
conditions listed in the POH. But when 
information is needed to be gleaned on 
slopes, grass length, and soil conditions, 
the POH is vague at best. 

Pilots will find it is up to their own 
judgment and skill as to what are 
acceptable takeoff conditions under 
short or soft field situations. A runway 

that is hard surfaced but surrounded by 
trees or other obstacles may present a 
set of conditions far different than a 
grass covered short field. Tire pressure, 
density altitude, pilot technique, and 
wind can be key factors as to whether a 
safe departure may be attempted. 

In soft field operations, grass lengths 
ofover 3 inches will present the average 
Malibu operator conditions far below 
standard. Bladeclearance on anomally 
inflated nose strut is5 inches. Therefore 
your Malibu is going to be somewhat of 
a lawn mower during the takeoff run. 

The effect of grass on the takeoff 
will depend on length and wetness. 
Grass length will cause the nose gear to 
jerk fore and aft more than under normal 
conditions, causing the pilot to overreact 
to the longitudinal control oftheaircraft. 

Grass that is wet will decrease takeoff 
performance by 30% and produce 
alignment control problems due to 
hydroplaning of the tires on the grass. 
The geometry of the Malibu's landing 
gear and the steering control linkage 
make thc aircraft over sensitive during 
the takeoff run, producing the infamous 
Malibu jerk. The same problem is 
encounteredduringcross wind landings, 
but that's another story. 

Small inputs to the nose wheel 
steering mechanism is a must until the 
Malibu arrives at lift-off speed. Soft 
spots in the field surface are another 
major concern throughout the takeoff 
roll. 

Where the pilot may be seeing 
nominal takeoff speeds, an encounter 
with asoft spot may reduce the indicated 

Continued on Page 22 
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Brief Of Actident/Probable 
Cause 

1/01/94 Destin, FL 

Flight Conducted 
under - 14 CFR 91 

Accident occurred during - 
approach 

Aircraft damage - substantial 
Fire on ground 

Crew - 1 Fatal 
Pass - 1 Fatal 

I Aircraft Information: I 
Piper PA-46-3 10P 

Continental TSIO-520BE 

I Environment Information: I 
Wind DirlSpeed 0801006 KTS 
Visibility 3 SM 
Lowest Skylclouds UNKINR 
Lowest Ceiling 700 foot broken 
Obstructions to vision Fog 
Precipitation Rain 
Condition of Light Daylight 

Personnel Information: 

Pilot-In-Command, Age 7 1 
CertificatesRatings - Private, SE 
Land, ME Land 

The pilot was executing an ASR 
approach to runway 32 and nine seconds 
after the approach, controller advised 
the pilot that the flight was over the 
missed approach point. The pilot 
advised the controller that the airport 
was in sight and he would be circling to 
land. The controller acknowledged this 
and witnesses observed the airplane 
flying northwesterly west of runway 32 
about 150-200 feet above ground level. 
They then observed the airplane enter a 
left bank between 60-80 degrees and 
the airplane pitched nose down and 
collided with trees then a fence and the 
ground. 

There was a small post crash fire 
which was extinguished by the fire 
department. Examination of the 
airframe revealed no evidence of pre- 
impact failure or malfunction of the 
flight controls. The engine was removed 

and placed on a test bench and after 
replacement of several components 
which were impact damaged, the 
engine started and operated 
normally. The passenger was seated 
in the furthest AlT right seat and the 
LAP belt attach point on the right 
side of this seat failed due to overload. 

Findings: 

1. Airspeed - not maintained - 
pilot in command 

2. StallMush - inadvertent - 
pilot in command 

3. Altitude - inadequate - pilot in 
command 

Probable cause: 

The National Transportation Safety 
Board determines that the Probable 
cause(s) of this accident was: 

Airspeednotmaintained, inadvertent 
stalUmush, and altitude inadequate 
for recovery from the inflight loss of 
control by the pilot-in-command 
while circling for landing. WOPA 

Malibu Maintenance - Continued from Page 7 SYMPTOMS 400 hours per Piper S.B. #803A. 

POSSIBLE CAUSES 

1. Right boot is made of a different 
material. Frequent treatment of boot 
with preservative or sealer and storage 
of the aircraft in a hangar will extend the 
life of the boot. 

NOTE -- For those aircraft without 
radar or those equipped with a radarpod, 
a standardnon-radarboot can be installed 
which will provide the same service life 
and appearance of the other boots. 

1. Vacuum gauge reads low and 
indicator ball chatters in gage at low 
engine RPM. 

1. De-ice control valve frozen in 
the closed position. 

(Immediate corrective action should 
be taken topreventthe loss of the vacuum 
pumps.) 

Routine Service Suggestions 

Clean the de-ice control valve every 

Perform functional checks and repair 
holes in de-ice boots every year. 

Maintain condition of de-ice boot 
conductive edge sealant and ensure good 
bonding of static wicks and bonding 
straps. 

Check the pneumatic check valve 
for proper operation every year. 

Continued on Page 12 
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A SUMMARY OF THE STC TEST PROGRAM 
FOR THE PHASE I RAM MALIBU 

RAM aircraft purchased Piper 
Malibu Nl46BU (S/N 46-8408057) for 
the purpose of developing an engine 
cooling modification. RAMS first 
modification was to remove the factory 
baffle seals and install the RAM red 
silicone baffle seals. These baffle seals 
are used on every engine that comes 
through RAM. The baffles 
have been used for over 15 
years and go on every engine 
RAM remanufactures. The 
RAM baffle seals provide 
improved cooling by creating 
a better seal and maintaining 
its flexibility over time. The 
baffle seals are made of high 
temperature silicone rubber 
impregnated with fiberglass 
cloth so they do not tear, are 
resistant to oil and fuel, do not 
deteriorate and remain 
functional in temperatures 
from -85" to 500" F. In 
addition, high temperature 
silicone RTV was used to seal 
all extraneous gaps around the 
engine such as sheet metal 
joints, cylinder baffles and 
edges of the intercoolers to 
prevent air leakage. On our 
test aircraft, the combination 
of the baffle material and RTV 
provided a better pressure drop 
across the cylinder heads and 
therefore improved engine 
cooling. With the RAM baffle 
seals and RTV installed, 
CHT's were lowered on 
average 25 degrees and oil 
temperature decreased by 10 
degrees. 

The second modification 
to our RAM Malibu was the 
installation of pressurized 

Slick 6320 magnetos. Our test aircraft where it condenses into liquid oil and 
came with Bendix magnetos. The this can result in a magneto failure. The 
Bendix magneto has a bearing seal Slick magneto bearing seal is rated at 15 
design pressure limit of 3.5 psi. Past psi. This provides amore than adequate 
experience at RAM has shown that when margin of safety in a system that 
the seal pressure limit is exceeded, the generates only a 6 psi differential 
seal fails in a way that allows oil vapor 
from the crankcase to enter the magneto Continued on Page 26 

I ' 
I 
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Malibu Maintenance - Continued from Page 10 

SERVICE BULLETINS 

S.B. #803A - De-ice control valve 
cleaning. 

V.S.P. #I07 - (Airborne S.L. #35) 
Stand-by vacuum pump replacement. 

S.B. #854A - De-ice timer 
protection. 

As announced in Piper Service letter 
#1012, Piper has made available much 
needed, improved aileron cable 
assemblies. Unlike the other flight 
control cables, the original aileroncables 
have had a history of premature wear. 
The new style cables should provide a 
much longer service life. See Piper 
Service Letter #I012 for proper part 
numbers. 

To  inspect the aileron cables 
properly, lower the flaps and check the 

L.H. andR.H. direct and balance cables 
at wing station#36.5 (phenolic fairlead) 
and wing station #99.0 (mid-wing 
pulleys). Some wear is acceptable but if 
any of the cable strands are worn more 
than 50% or any fraying is evident, I 
recommend to my customers that the 
cable be replaced. If cables are to be 
replaced, it is best to replace the entire 
set at one time. It is also very important 
that the phenolic fairlead (station #34) 
is shimmed per Piper S.B. #863A to 
reduce wear on the balance cable and 
that the flight and autopilot cable 
tensions be set to the proper values. 

The following Service Difficulty 
Reports have also come to my attention. 

PA-46-3lOP 
Tailpipejange cracked 

In the process of replacing right turbo 

charger, right heater tailpipe required 
removal. Crack noted at mounting 
flange weld95 percent around the flange. 
This areais very difficult to view because 
of the red molded insulation blanket 
that is installed by the manufacturer 
Had the crack finished, there is a very 
good possibility the heater tailpipe 
would have departed. Thcre is no 
support on tailpipe opposite end of the 
mounting flange. 

PA-46-31 OP 
Spring broken 

Upper cabin door latch springs found 
broken on annual inspection. Latch 
cannot be properly held into recess with 
broken spring creating an unsafe door 
condition. Operator stated aircraft had 
been flown in this condition for over 
one year. 

Continued on Page 16 

IAIRCRAFTCOVERS 
CANOPY COVERS AND INTAKE PLUGS 

I BRUCE'S CUSTOM COVERS TOLL FREE (US.): 800/777-6401 
9 10 E. California Ave. PHONE 408/738-395' 
Sunnyvale. CA 94086 FAX 408/738-272' 
I custom made utilizing the latest in fabric and sewing technology 
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Dear Dr. Weiner: 

Re: Possible Jamming Of 
Malibu Flight Controls 

I own a 1987 Malibu and while 
moving avionics around during an 
equipment upgrade, I discovered a 
possible interference problem. 

If you have (or are considering) 
placing a WX- 1 1 (WX- 1 OOO?) series 
Stormscope just to the right (or left) 
of the pilot control yoke, you should 
be aware that the clearance between 
the internal bracket that supports a 
Stormscope and the bracket 
surrounding the control yoke is only 
about 118" inch at the rear point. 

Further, the minimum clearance 
point is a bolt head that can get hung 
up on the backside ofthe Stormscope 
case if the case shifts a small amount. 
This usually doesn't happen if 
everything is very tight and properly 
aligned. However, over the course 
of time due to repeated maintenance 
in this area or the addition of loads 
due to G-forces the Stormscope 
might shift slightly. It also might 
occur if the 4 mounting screws on 
the panel face are not always kept 
very tight (and you usually loosen 
two of them to access the instrument 
for routine maintenance). 

If this happens and you then need 
to pull back on the yoke, you can't - 
- its forward travel will be stopped! 
A small deflection tab riveted to the 
back of the support bracket might 
help, but I would recommend that 
members consider moving 
instruments such as the Stormscope 
(and possibly the Argus Moving 
Map) from locations directly aside 
the yoke. 

Jay Beck 

THIS SECTION IS DEVOTED TO L E ~ R S ,  COMMENTS, ADVICE AND GENERAL 

INFORMATION WHICH THE MEMBERS OF THE MoMOPA WOULD LIKE TO 
SHARE. PLEASE SEND ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO HEATHER BLANCHARD l 

MALIBU-MIRAGE OWNERS AND PILOTS ASSOCIATION l 341 ALBION 
STREET l DENVER, CO 80220 l FAX: (303) 394-2539 

Dear Dr. Weiner: 

This letter is in place of the "check 
in" card that was included in the last 
M*MOPA magazine. I own and operate 
VH-LBE a 1989 Mirage which has about 
850 hours on it at the moment. Over the 
3 years that I have owned the aeroplane 
it has performed very well except for a 
few annoying problems. 

For example: surging MAP due to 
faulty density controller. (Fixed by 
fitting a new, improved controller.) 

Occasional illumination of the 
boost pump warning light in climb 
(switch is rigged ok). 

Occasional dumping of cabin 
pressure (4 times in 3 years). 

High oil use, one quart every two 
and a half hours. (Lycoming has a new 
oil control ring on later model engines). 

Unusually high wear on aileron 
cables (lessened by smearing a light 
cover of araldite on the cable at the wear 
points). 

Leaking sump gasket. 

Despite these problems, I have high 
praise for the aeroplane and the 
Lycoming engine which has been superb 
except for the oil use and sump leak. I 
operate the engine near enough to 
standard numbers although I never 
exceed 1600 degrees TIT and am very 
careful to change to alternate air 
anywhere near cloud or precipitation if 
the OAT is below 5 degrees Celsius. 

I hope that this info is of help to you 
and commend you for the idea. 

Stephen Lucas 

Dear Sy: 

This is my response to your "check- 
in" card which came with the most 

recent edition of the Association's 
magazine. My airplane is a 1989 
Mirage with approximately 1,000 
total hours. 

At about the 800 hour mark, I 
began to experience perceptible loss 
of performance, and at the 900 hour 
mark, I began to experience 
perceptible jolts in the engine at and 
near the flight levels. At the same 
time, my oil consumption was 
plummeting to the point where it 
was one quart for every one and a 
half or two hours. 

Discussions with the local 
maintenance group and with 
Lycoming indicated the following. 
Sufficient oil was leaking into the 
combustion chamber that it had the 
effect of reducing the octane rating 
of the gasoline, and that, in turn, 
produced degraded performance 
and premature detonation. 

The correction was to replace 
the piston rings, and that, of course, 
necessitated replacement of the 
pistonsalso. That work was recently 
completed, and the airplane seems 
to be performing like new. 

Clifford F. Evans 

Dear Sy: 

The cooling kit from RAM 
reveals CHT Temps. 

@ FL 200-250 as: 
LOW - 200-250 
High - 350 
Average - 300-325 

Dave Coats 

Continued on Page 38 
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CALL us AT 404-355-9682 FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF 
COMPONENTS AND PRICES. 
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Chuck Massanopoli has been an A&P 
for over 14 years, and also maintains 
his Inspection Authorization. He has i 
wide range of experience from turbo 
commuter to general aviation aircraft. 

Chuck is currently the Chief Inspector 
for Skytech, Inc., an FAA Certified 
Repair Station that is also the largest 
PA-46 maintenance facility in the U.S 

Before joining Skytech, he was 
previously employed by Henson 
Airlines as a Maintenance Supervisor 
for Dash 7, Dash 8, and Beech 99 
aircraft. Chuck is factory-certified on 
multitude of aircraft including the 
Malibu and Malibu Mirage and has 
been with Skytech for six years. 

I hope this column continues to 
ncrease your awareness regarding the 
Halibu-Mirage aircraft. Here are some 
nore operating problems and possible 
:auses pertaining to thePA46-3 10P and 
?A46-350P. 

dropping voltage/current to pump 
clutch. 

Corrective Measure: Have deice 
control valve repaired. Recommend 
C/W Piper SB803A "Cleaning of deice 
control valve" every 300 hours. 

PA-46-310P and PA-46-350P 
Symptom: Engine hesitates when 

advancing throttle from idle. 

Possible Cause: 1 .  Engine driven 
Fuel pump pressure set too low, causing 
lean mixture. 

2. Internal Problem in throttle body. 

Preventative Measure: It is 
recommended that fuel pump pressures 
be checked every 100 hours as per TCM 
Bulletin 89-10. 

Symptom: Annunciator will not test 
properly in 'night' mode (various 
advisory lights will not illuminate). 
Different lights will test at different 
times. 

Possible Cause: Dimming relays 
sticking in annunciator control box. 

Corrective Measure: Repair 
annunciator box as required. 

Symptom: Oil pressure reads above 
"0" psi with engine shut down. 

Probable Cause: Oil pressure 
transducer out of tolerance. 

Corrective Measure: Verify actual 
oil pressure and replace transducer. 

Symptom: Standby vacuum pump 
indicator will not pull with airframe 
deice selected (boots work normally). 

Possible Cause: Deice control valve 
solenoid has built up resistance in coil 

Symptom: Nose geardown light fails 
to illuminate and pump continues to run 
(on AIC with Piper SB964 clw). 

Possible Cause: 1 .  Broken wire at 
nose gear advisory light or down limit 
switch. 2. Nose geardown limit switch 
inoperative. 

Corrective Measure: Verify proper 
gear operation with AIC on jacks and 
repair wiring or replace switch. 

Symptom: Deice boots operate 
normally but advisory light does not 
illuminate on all cycles. 

Possible Cause: 1 .  Possible broken 
wire at pressure switch. 2. Pressure 
switch internally corroded by moisture. 

Preventative Measure: Keep deice 
boots in good shape to prevent moisture 
from being ingested into system. 

Finally, I'd like to point out a couple 
of problem areas we've encountered 
recently. On some PA-46-310P's we 
are starting to see the elevator trim cables 
fraying at the pitch servo capstan. This 
has been occurring on airplanes with 
more than 2500-3000 hours. 

Special attention must continually be 
paid to the PA-46-350P exhaust. In 
several instances we have seen the left 
crossover pipe chaffed by the heat shield 
and also some blistering of the turbo 
"tees". WOPA 
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Malibu Maintenance - Continued from Page 12 

PA-46-350P 
Bracket broken 

Bracket was found cracked on 
inboard arm possibly due to engine 
vibration. This is the second arm found 
broken in the same place. Broken arm 
caused engine to not reach full RPM 
and MAP. If complete breakage 
occurred, little or no throttle would be 
achieved. Weld repair included inserting 
bolt in tube with head cut off. Submitter 
suggests close inspection in this area. 

PA-46-350P 
Transition tee blistered 

During annual inspection, found 
right transition 'tee' blistered. This 
may be caused by excessively lean 
mixtures or poor design. This is 3rd 
exhaust seen in this condition. If not 
corrected, material will erode through. 
T.I.T. indicator should be calibrated 
every 200 hours to ensure correct 
temperature readings. Close inspection 

should be paid to exhaust during 
inspection. 

PA -46-31 OP 
Hyd Pwr Pack intermittent 

Inspection found intermittent gear 
retraction problem to be caused by poor 
wiring to switch terminal. Bonding at 
solder joint on original and 2 older 
switches solder joints appear good, but 
digital ohmmeter jumps erratically as 
wire harness is lightly flexed. Problem 
reported to Parker Hannifin Corporation. 

PA-46-31 OP 
Structure corroded 

When complying with Piper SB NR 
962, "Corrosion inspection and 
protection", found heavy surface 
corrosion when horizontal and vertical 
tail parts removed from fuselage. 
Manufacturer did not paint these areas 
and the aluminum and steel attaching 
hardware is creating a corrosion 
problem. Submitter recommends all of 
these series aircraft have tail surfaces, 

horizontal and vertical stabilizers, 
removed for an in-depth corrosion 
inspection before more severe problems 
occur. 

PA-46-35OP 
Wires not connected 

Customersaidcabin would not dump 
at 8,500 feet AGL using cabin dump 
switch. Inspection found 2 wires pulled 
from pins at relay connector and 1 wire 
and no continuity due to poor crimps. 
Submitter suggested this problem 
probably existed form the factory and 
has experienced poor crimps on other 
A/C that have recently come from 
factory. 

In the next article I will discuss the 
Malibu and Mirage flight control 
systems and the electric flap systems. 

M W A  

A viation Specialist 

CUSTOMIZED CLIENT SERVICE 
E e m n g  With the E f b d  to Know Our Clients Vdues d Rcguhwnentr 

Specific Policy Research Client Updating 
Insurance Contract Review 

SERVING THE 
AVIATION 
INDUSTRY 

SINCE 1979 

P.O. Box 3474 Simi Valley, California 93093 
(805) 522-3428 (8 1 8) 340-3077 

(800) 634-01 01 

Our Commitment: 
To serve our clients with such care and excellence that f 

( they cannot find comparable value elsewhere. 1 

I !  
Don M. Grondln 
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Airborne Telephones duplex system. The ground station sees 400 MHz based system. One of the 
the aircraft transmitting continuously drawbacks of the system are that you will 

After GpS, the Airborne Telephone until you hang Up. The ground stations still need at least 7000' or higher of 
Systems are the most rapidly expanding are setup to work with the Wulfsburg altitude, depending on location, to use 
areaof ~ i rc raf t  ~lectronics. The abilities system. There is one other big drawback the SY stem. Probably the biggest 
of the latest generation of Airborne to these 400MHz based systems in that drawback is the $35,000 price tag. 
Telephones, makes the phones of only a they donot@ansmitserialdataver~ well- 
few years ago seem like tin cans and wax which means no faxes or m x h ~  There is another system which is 

string. coming on line this year. The system is 
Today the Flight Phone VI is a 400 800 MHz based and has all the features 

For years Wulfsburg has been the MHz based system which has many that the Flight Phone 800 has and more. 
leader in Airborne Telephone systems features that make it much easier to use It is called Air Cell and uses ground 
with its Flight Phone series. There have than the earlier models. It has direct dial, stations which are CO-located with the 
been a few other manufacturers of " j ~ ~ t  pick up the phone and dial the cellularsystembeingusedon theground. 
Airborne Telephones, such as, Jetphone number." There is One little catch; if all Some of the notable features are: 
and King. Wulfsburg, though, is by far the channels you can ECeive are busy, continuous usage from take off to landing 
thelargestmanufacturerofthesesystems. thephonewill holdthenumberinmemory and its $3,500 price tag. By the end of 

and ring the phone when the call goes this year, there will be full coverage of 
The original Flight Phone systems through. Therearedsoservicesavailable the United States. 

were pretty basic to today's which locate the station the aircraft is 

standards. you had to find afreechannel, near in order to place a call Up. YOU still AS good as these Systems are, they are 
call an operator and then the operator cannot use a fax or modem because 400 all ground based systems, which means 
would connect you to aland line. In some MHz format will not handle the data YOU must always be within line of sight of 
low-end systems you would have to key reliably. The price of anew Flight Phone a station located on the ground. This 

the mic at least every 30 seconds or the VI is about l9000. limits the area in which the systemcan be 

ground station would hang up on you. used. There is a new system under 

me reason for this is that the low-end In the past year, a new system has development, which is space based. It is 
system is simplex, which means that the come on line called the Flight Phone 800. called Satellite Cellular and should be on 
system can only transmit or receive at This system uses the 800MHz frequency line within the next two years. YOU will 
any given moment. The Wulfsburg band and is digitally modulated. With beable toplaceorreceiveacall anywhere 
systems are duplex, and can receive and this System you can use afax or a Inodem in the world. The pricing on this system 
transmit at the same time with another and the sound quality is far ahead of the is not available at this time. 

% wW1tfi the past convention, the 1994 convention seminars were videotaped andare now avaihbli! to 
members in a two tape 'E/3t j o m t .  55% is an inualua6h review or those who attended tlie Cobrado 

S p t f y s  Conventkm and Ny-ln, and"stiouGffiavenfor d se who r o d n o t  attend. 

See uSe endbsdorderfom or the new 1994 video convention seminar transcripts 
andat f the M.511.10~~ video productions. 
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PRESIDENT OF RAM AIRCRAFT 

The following article comes from an 
interview with Jack Riley Jr. - President 
and Chief Engineer of RAM Aircraft 
Corporation. It was originally printed 
and distributed to members attending 
the MaMOPA convention in Colorado 
Springs and is reprinted here to keep all 
Malibu owners informed as to the 
progress being made by RAM on various 
projects affecting the airplane. A 
companion story appGars on Page 1 1. 

In the promotional materials, we 
referred to some burble or air rumble 
when we removed the nose gear doors. 
We expected as much, thus we were 
prepared to design an aerodynamic ramp 
at the forward end of the nose gear well 
in conjunction with installation of a 
radiused fairing at the aft end of the gear 
well. 

As a result of these aerodynamic 
helpers, the resultant reduction in cruise 
speed was minimal ... an average of 3 
knots LAS in cruise configurations at 
altitude. This is why we made the 
decision to abandon the original plan of 
manufacturing new gear doors. plus the 
fact that flight testing indicated an 
additional 10 degrees F cooling with the 
doors off. 

Elimination of the gear doors 
necessitated relocation of the gear up 
switch. Moved to the top and forward 
area within the wheel well, the switch 
now makes direct contact with the nose 
gear trunnion itself, leaving little doubt 
about whether it is in the up or down 
position. 

We are pleased that our testing 
brought us to the discovery that we 
could accomplish the primary goal more 
efficiently than originally anticipated 
by not having to manufacture totally 
new and quite complex louvered gear 
doors. 

In addition to offering the cooling 
kit which includes the door removal 
parts and our silicone rubber engine 
baffle seals, we will be issuing our 
recommendations for fuel reductions 
during climb. These will be our 
recommendations based on RAM s 
success over eighteen years improving 
the takeoff and climb performance of 
thecessna 340 and 414 series airplanes. 

We want to see Continental TSIO- 
520-BEengines provide more power by 
using a mixture that more closely 
approaches best power mixture yet is 
still operating considerably on the rich 
side of peak EGT. Thus, we will be 
suggesting the same takeoff fuel flow 
(32 GPH) as used so successfully on our 
3 10 horsepower TSIO-520-N and -NB 
Cessna upgrades. During the climb, 
we'll be suggesting areduction to 26-27 
GPH. 

We realize that taking off with the 
mixtures full forward at 38 GPH I 2600 
RPM / 38" MP will continue to be more 
convenient. And we realize that Piper 
has suggested that climbs be continued 
at full rich; however, both situations 
needing fuel to cool the engine have 
now been changed with the RAM 
cooling improvements, thus there is no 
need for the excess cooling fuel. 

As the fuel is reduced back toward 
best power, you'll have more power 
which means better climb performance. 
For example, our 325 horsepower TSIO- 
520-NB engines are adjusted for climb 
power at 2500 RPM 135" MP and 26 - 
27 GPH fuel flow. To date, it has been 
Piper's recommendation to climb at 
2500135 and full richmixture ... usually 
32 to 34 GPH. The RAM power settings 
will yield more than adequate cooling, 
plus a slight increase in climb rate as the 
mixture is leaned more toward the best 
power mixture setting. 

We purchased our own Malibu for 
numerous immediate tests and long 
range engineering. Prior to installing 
our two cooling modifications (doors 
off and better baffle seals) our RAM 
cruise power settings on the rich side of 
peak simulating best power mixture 
resulted in engine cylinder head 
temperatures above 425 degrees F - not 
acceptable. 

But now with our additional 
cooling available we can use either the 
Piper lean of peak setting or 100 degrees 
F, 75 degrees F or 50 degrees F rich of 
peak settings. It will be your options as 
the owner. We found the Piper lean of 
peak settings to provide excellent overall 
performance and economy at power 
settings of 65% or less. Although also 
perfectly acceptable, 75% power 
settings, withlean ofpeakmixture, tends 
to result in a noticeable but acceptable 
engine roughness. 

The power chart we will be 
publishing for your Malibu has been 

Continued on Page 23 
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Malibu S 
Sales 

SkyTech is Piper's authorized sales outlet for six Middle 
Atlantic States from Maryland to South Carolina, and 
has led the nation in the sale of new and pre-owned 
Malibus and Mirages for the past five years in a row. We 
track the preswned Malibu market serial number-by; 
serial number worldwide, and, to our knowledge, are the 
only company in the U.S. to receive daily updates on 
Mslibu transactioll9 from the FAA. Our knowledge of 
available units and selling prices allows us to position our 
inventory as the best VALUES in the market. Addition- 
ally, all of our Malibus are thoroughly inspected by our 
Service Department to insure that vow new Malibu's 
mechani~a~condition is completely up-to-date, and that 
all applicable Service Letters and 
Service Bulletins have been ad- 
dressed. 

1995 PIPER MALIBU MIRAGE I N96ST k===+i 
Ferry T i  Only. King equipped with Bendix Four 
Color Stabilized Radar, Stabilized WX-1000t Se- 
ries 11 Stormscope with Checklists, KLN-90 GPS 
with Autopilot coupling, KFC-1 50Flight Director, 
Altitude Re-Select, Yaw Damper, Co-Pilot Instru- 
ments, Fuel Totalizer, Leather Interior, Known Ic- 
ing, Air Conditioned, and a host of other options. 
Paint and Interior to your specifications. (DE, MD. 
VA. WV, NC, SC). File Photo. 

1991 TBM 700 1 N56WF 

Only 650 TT. King equipped with Bendix Four Color 
Stabilized Radar, Radar Graphics Display with Nav 
Map , KFC-275 Flight Director/Autopilot with Alti- 
tude Re-Select, I.A.S. Hold and Yaw Damp, Dual 
Glide Slopes, KNS-81 RNAV, WX-100W Storm- 
scope, Loran, Dual' RMls, Heated Co-pilot Wind- 
shield, Co-pilot Instluments with Electric CP Horizon, 
FuelTotalizer, Digital Transponder, Refreshment Cen- 
ters, Leather, Known Ice and much more. 

Skytech is proud to 
propel your MaIibu into a lea 

1995 Watus PC-12 I N tba: 

1995 Pilatus PC- 12 Single-EngineTubpmp, ferry 
time only. King Silver Crown equipped including 
KLN-90AGPS. Four-Tube Pilot andCo-Pilot Elec- 
tronic Flight Instrumentation (EFIS) with Dud 
Symbol Generators. KFC-325 AutopilotlFlight Di- 
rector. Altitude Preselect and Alerter, RDS-82 Sta- 
bilized Color Radar with Vertical Profile, Known 
Icing, Air Conditioning, and much more. Executive 
Interior includes fully enclosed Flushing Potty, 
Lateral-Tracking Seats, two Refreshment Centers, 
t h e  Writing Tables. and a host of otheramenities. 
Spring delivery. 

Contact us &m I 

a great deal of effort in the 

In short, no matter what typr 
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Service 

~ e b i c e  Facility employs fo&een mrinttnance kchnidanr and 
avionia specialist& Five tmbnidm, dm hold IA Certificates. 
Our extensive experience with the Malibu and Mira e has 
allowed Skytech to bccoma tht '"4P t Malibu/Mlf;rge ! avice 
Center in the US. Our 28,000 r mrintenance fadlity and 
mbmer  alauttle r d c e  serves %ibu optraton from Canada 
to Florida. For custom 

FAX: 41 01687-2927 e n  who lamrin over- 
night, we provide prC 
vatc office space and a 
courtmy car free of 
rharge. 

C 

Malibu SIX 
g 4lke .exciting new MALIBU S/X pro mI The Malibu SIX u p d e  will 
.p.all its o m .  The S/X package a+f&sses completes E craft with: 

d-6 a eed brakes (spoils), all nm contemporay interior, 

a7 and !' abrics, redesrrgned seats with high density foam 
imew seats with lumbar support, new sound roofing packa e, P upgraded carpeting, remote control ed pamenger 

headliner, redesigned arm rests and ah vents, and 
er. 

I 
h &arther details and a complete information package. 

i Total Customer Support 
H ibu, Skytech has been totally engrossed in the Malibu aircraft. Our total support concept 
II k and service point of view into acomplete support network. We have developed the Malibu 
apable servicing Malibu customers and semce facilities anywhere in the world. Our new 
to service a wide range of service facilities. Our service department continues to lead 

and maintained. At this point. we have performed almost every major repair 
w a y  a, ~r the U.S. As the Malibu enters its second decade of operation, Skytech i s  devoting 
~ ~ ~ & i c a t i o n  and enhancement of the existing fleet. 

pe of problem or question you have, SKYTECH, INC. is poised to solve it! 

100hr / annual inspections 
Pressurization service 
Spoiler installation 
Dynamic prop balancing 
De-ice system troubleshooting/installation 
Engine replacement/troubleshooting 

I Avionics 
Auto-pilot repair and troubleshooting 
Navloom repairs 
Radar installation and repairs 
Flitefone repairlinstallat~on 
Loran/GPS installation 
IFR certifications 
Complete system upgrades 

Major repairs 
Complete fuselage rebuilding 
Wing repair and rebuilding 
A h a f t  recovery 
W i o w  re~lacement 
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Short, Unimproved Strips - Cont'd from Page 9 

airspeed as much as 10 KIAS in less 
than one second, thus putting the takeoff 
into jeopardy if nearing the end of the 
runway. 

Aircraft Pelformance 

Determining the exact performance 
you need from your Malibu on 
unimproved surfaces is complicated. 
Pilots are going to have to go back to 
some rather basic guidelines. The POH 
will provide data that is accurate for 
level, paved surfaces but nothing for 
conditions that are beyond that 
capability. Several aviation publications 
offer some guidelines that we can use to 
assist in determining aircraft 
performance but none are accurate to 
the point that they have been test flown 
by an approved test pilot. Thus, use of 
this information is left to the discretion 
of the pilot. 

Typically, a pilot would see takeoff 
and landing distances of 1700 to 1800 
feet for normal ground run with 20" 
flaps set for takeoff and 2100 to 2200 
feet to clear a 50 foot obstacle at sea 
level. 

Many aviation experts recommend 
anywhere from 10 to 40% be added to 
the basic data to safely compensate for 
sloped or grass takeoffs. Unfortunately, 
no precise percentage can be applied to 
all situations. Pilot technique and 
proficiency, aircraft performance, and 
runway texture will determine the 
amount of actual runway required. 

A good technique to use for these 
non-standard conditions is to physically 
walk the runway to inspect for soil 
condition, holes, and grass height. All 
these items will play heavily into 
determining actual takeoff length 
required. 

Mark all soft spots and holes so that 
they are easily identifiable from the 
cockpit. Next, confirm the actual length 
of the runway. Do not rely upon a ten 

year old publication for your approved 
data source. Mark the field with easily 
recognizable markers every 500 feet. 

Determine a gotno-go point and mark 
it on the ground. Be realistic in selecting 
these points. If you cannot accelerate to 
lift off speed by this predeterminedpoint, 
then a rejected takeoff (RTO) must be 
made quickly and without hesitation. 

If a RTO cannot be done by the go/ 
no-go point, then a decision has to be 
made before brake release so that the 
results have an acceptable consequence. 
Honesty in this last point can make the 
difference as to whether this flight is 
really necessary or not. 

Once all the conditions for takeoff 
have been met, then actual takeoff 
preparation needs to be conducted. A 
check of your POH takeoff data with 
safety factors added needs to be 
confirmed. The aircraft weight and 
loading needs to be conducted in 
accordance with your takeoff plan. 

Engine run-up should be 
accomplished in an area that is free of 
foreign objects that could damage the 
prop or engine, yet allow full takeoff 
power to be developed to confirm the 
aircraft is capable of its rated limits. 
Taxi should ensure that the aircraft can 
take full advantage of all available 
runway and overruns for takeoff. 

Pilot Technique 

The Malibu has special low airspeed 
handling characteristics not normally 
found in other Piper aircraft. 
Unfortunately, this characteristic is not 
as stable as Pipers' other singles. In 
training, we tend to lump together short 
and soft field techniques when, in fact, 
they are entirely two different 
maneuvers. 

Coupled to the type of technique 
used, the runway practiced on is 
normally a long paved surface which 
adds an aura of artificiality to the 
maneuver. In order to be realistic in our 

training we need to limit the runway 
available and practice takeoffs at 
predetermined lengths. 

If a landing is actually going to be 
made on an unimproved surface, practice 
should be conducted on asimilar surface 
of adequate length before trying it under 
actual limited conditions. The services 
ofafully qualified instructorpilot should 
be used if your piloting skills are a little 
rusty in shortlsoft field operations. 

Lift off speed required by the POH 
in short field conditions is 70 KIAS for 
the Malibu and 69 KIAS for the Mirage. 
Under soft field conditions, the aircraft 
may never get to these airspeeds. The 
pilot must use a soft field procedure that 
is not even mentioned in the POH. 

Just like we do in primary pilot 
training, we are going to have to apply 
full aft elevator and cause the aircraft to 
lift off the ground slightly above stall 
speed and require flight in ground effect 
until airspeed accelerates to barrier or 
Vx speed. 

This is a very critical phase of flight 
because any unplanned encounter with 
turbulence or mishandling ofthe aircraft 
controls can dump any generated lift in 
the wings, creating a stall. Small aircraft 
inputs are a must during this phase of 
flight. 

Gear and flap retractions must be 
done separately and in small increments, 
less loss of lift in the wings will be 
encountered due to the change of the 
angle of attack and camber of the wing. 

Trees and other obstructions that 
may align the takeoff runway will 
provide the pilot with some other 
decision making processes. As the 
aircraft flies out of ground of effect, it 
will potentially encounter turbulence 
ascending over the adjacent obstacles. 
Care has to be taken by the pilot to 
adjust.for the stall speed as the aircraft 
climbs. 

Continued on Page 37 
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Jack Riley - Continued fmm Page 18 

developed as a result of in-flight Le- 
Bow Torque Meter data which is 
accurate within 1% of installed 
horsepower. This device is an Industry 
standard ... similar to the units owned 
by Cessna, Piper and Beech. 

With the Le-Bow installed on our 
Malibu PA46-0848057, RAM power 
calibration data resulted in slightly 
different power settings than those 
published by Piper. Power settings 
tended to be approximately 5% short of 
the expected torque. 

We chose to ignore Piper's settings 
and measure enough in-flight power 
points to create anew power chart. This 
is identical to the procedure we have 
utilized since 1983 to create RAM 340 
and 414 power charts. It has proven to 
serve both RAM and our customers 
well by providing power charts and 
engine operational instructions inwhich 
we have great confidence. 

During the past 18 years, RAM has 
delivered 3,000 RAM overhauled 
engines which we have warranted more 
completely than the TCM factory. This 
commitment would not have been 
practical without accurate and proper 
power charts and operation procedures. 

None of RAM'S recommended 
Power charts are included as part of the 
FAA approved Flight Manual 
Supplement, and this is done 
intentionally so that they can be easily 
revised from time to time without 
obtaining FAA approvals for revised 
AFM supplements ... time and expense 
to everyone involved. 

In this case, your Malibu TSIO- 
520-BEengine, we have chosen to avoid 
the bureaucratic complexity in the name 
of expediency and holding certification 
costs to more reasonable levels. We 

encourage you to take advantage of the 
performance as you deem appropriate 
as pilot in command. 

Future Modifications 

1. RAM remanufactured TSIO- 
520-BE engine. Priority ... deliver first 
engine with sale of RAM prototype 
Malibu during January 1995. Price ... 
unknown until cost of first engine 
overhaul is completed in early January. 
Price estimate is $35,000 to $40,000 
installed. 

Tentative engine overhaul 
specifications include the usual RAM 
features - specifically the RAM 1058- 
3 camshaft, detailed balancing, cylinder 
flow and volume matching, channel 
chrome on TCM new cylinder 
assemblies, new Slick pressurized 
magnetos, RAM red silicone baffle seal 
kit, and the RAM nose gear doorremoval 
kit. Full kit price credit will be given 
against the engine overhaul if the kits 
have been previously installed. 

2. TSIO-520-BE rated at 2700 
RPM and 325 Horsepower for takeoff. 
Hartzell indicates that the current 
propeller is not adequate structurally 
for the additional power, so the cost of 
a new Hartzell or McCauley propeller 
must be included in the cost of this 
modification. 

Total price estimate (mostly 
propeller and spinner) is $8,000 to 
$10,000 above the RAM engine 
overhaul installed. We will probably 
not be able to offer this update to midtime 
engines that we have not overhauled. 

3. RAM cooling kits for the 
Mirage and TSIO-550 powered 
Malibu's. This will be done in 
accordance with customer demand. It is 
assumed the gear door removal kit will 
fit both aircraft. It is also assumed that 
the magneto and baffle seal kits will fit 

any TSIO-550 modified Malibu. 

The Mirage will be a new task with 
regard to baffles and magnetos. (This 
part not attractive to RAM at this time.) 
A gear door removal kit for the Mirage 
is assumed to be similar or identical to 
the Malibu, and is therefore considered 
cost effective - if there is adequate 
need or customer interest. 

1. TSIOL-550 VoyagerTM 
Liquid-cooled engine modification. 
Although extremely attractive, RAM 
has not initiated this task in orderto wait 
for the following conditions to be 
optimum. They will be when: 

A. RAM is ready to spend 
$300,000 and one year of our total 
creative and intellectual capitol on R&D 
and the STC approval task. 

B. RAM becomes familiar with 
the Piper Malibu aircraft and every 
significant detail of its strengths, 
weaknesses and operational anomalies. 

C. TCM - Continental agrees to 
sell RAM TSIOL-550 engines with the 
new Slick LAZERTM electronic ignition 
system ... or even better ... the newer 
Hamilton Standard single power lever 
fly-by-wire engine control system so 
that our STC will not be obsolete one or 
two years after obtaining same. 

D. RAM is confident that 30% or 
more ofMalibuowners would be willing 
to spend approximate1 y $100,000 for 
the modification ... estimated price for 
installing the 350 horsepower liquid- 
cooled engine. 

As RAM continues to own a 
Malibu, we will of course continue to 
observe the Malibu fleet with our 
tradition of engineering questioning and 
interest in improvements that are cost 
effective to the owners and make good 
business sense to RAM. M-MOPA 
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We're Doziglt- 
All For You! 

We've made a f a y  chan es ;P 
tion, as Apex Flight Services we will strive to make 

at Clark Aviation in or er that service even better. We are fully committed to the 

to serve you better.. . Malibu line of aircraft and to you, its owners. 

24- our Service: We now offer round-the-clock . . .and other things 
service, 7 days a week to better meet your aviation we have lefi alone! 
needs. Our FAA certified maintenance staff is on hand One thing that will never change is our commit- 
from 7 am to 1 1  pm weekdays to assist you with your ment to you, the Malibu owner. Through our affiliate, 
maintenance needs from minor tweaks to major ser- Mid-America Aviation, we have sold over 60 Malibus 
vices. We know what a tremendous amount of work since the line was first introduced. Our professional and 

knowledgeable sales staff is ready to as- 
sist you in the sale of your current Malibu 
or the purchase of a new one. Our train- - in0 ctnffhnc trained over 30 pilots and is 

refresher training. 

Call us, send us a fax, or better yet, 
stop by and see for yourself how we can 
help you with all of your Malibu needs. 
We are also a TBM 700 dealer and service 

goes into aviation, and how crucial it is to have the 
right service at the right time. You can count on us to 
provide all of your service needs. 

Phillips 66 Aviation Pefomance Centefi We 
are proud to announce that Clark Aviation is now a 
member of the Phillips 66 team. We know that you need 
good fuel at a fair price. We are a Phillips 66 Aviation 
Performance Center, and we are installing a Cornerstone 
AvGas self-service station for your convenience. Phillips 
66 fuels are preblended and subject to a rigid quality 
control process from the refinery to the aircraft. 

Soon, our name will change too. Clark Aviation 
is under new ownership, and this coming March we 
will start to do business under the Apex Flight Services 
name. Not only do we intend to continue the long and 
fine tradition of superior service offered by Clark Avia- 

center, as well as a service center for the Pilatus aircraft. 
We are conveniently located in Central Illinois (BMI). 
For Malibu sales, maintenance and training- You can 
count on us! 

C L A R K  

1-800-2324360 Fax 309-663-8885 
Bloomington-Normal Airport 

Rt. 1 - BOX 21 
Bloomin~gton, IL 6 1 704 
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Happy New Year! This has been 
banner year for the Association due to 
terrific convention, a truly fine Board o 
Directors, and your continued suppol 
of our efforts. Congratulations to all o 
us! 

A good measure of our success is th 
new members we are attracting, fror 
referrals and the reputation we hav 
achieved. I'd like to introduce you t 
our new members since the last issue c 
the magazine. 

Lorne & Lynn Brett 
C-GBCO 

Saint John, New Brunswick 

A new Canadian Member! Lorne i 
an auto dealer and owns a 1985 Malib1 
New Bmnswick would be a great spc 
for a "Fly-out adventure" and mayb 
we could coax Lome into organizin 
that for us. Lome was referred to us b 
Ron Cox of ATM, Inc. Thanks, Ron 

Antonio & Valentina Pacifico 
N9113Z 

Houston, TX 

Antonio is an M.D. flying a 198 
Malibu. A wise man - he ordered all th 
M-MOPA video productions when h 
joined. 

Stephen Bohlig 
N463WB 

Minnetonka, MN 

Stephen owns a 1993 Mirage wit 
spoilers installed. He's Vice Preside] 

ndustry. Many thanks to Tim 
4shenfelter for this new member. 

Hank & Francisca Bouman 
N46PM 

Neerpelt, Belgium 

Our international membership is 
growing! SkyTech is responsible for 
:his referral (and paid his dues!). Hank 
IS a retired KLM pilot with over 25,000 
hours total time. He owns a 1989 Mirage 
with spoilers and RDR-2000. 

James & Patrice Pravato 
N2428Q 

Dearborn, MI 

James is involved in carlvan rentals, 
aircraft rental and conversions. This is 
a busy guy! He's also involved in 
equine training. Mary Lou Weiner 
would enjoy knowing these folks! He 
owns a 1985 Malibu. 

Reynold Murray 
N9246M 

Denver, CO 

Thanks to Aviation Sales, Inc., I 
have a new neighbor in the Mile High 
City! Reynold, with his pilot, Jack 
Aycock, own a new 1994 Mirage. 
Reynold is president of a company 
involved in radio control impodexport 
with world-wide distribution. 

Battista & Rio Locatelli 
N711BL 

Las Vegas, NV 

Battista is the new owner of 1995 (!) 
Mirage with spoilers installed. He's a 
restaurant owner, Battista's Hole in the 
Wall in Las Vegas, and is ATP rated 
with a seaplane rating as well. 

David Pomerance 
N394PM 

Longwood, FL 

David is CEO of a healthcare 
software company. He has over 3000 
hours total time and is ATP and CE500 
rated. He owns a 1994 Mirage. David 
has already submitted some comments 

It I 0-f Compar, Inc., in the computer to the magazine about his experiences 

In the Mirage. We should see those next 
Issue. 

Robert Mannis 
N4360U 

Ramsey, NJ 

Robert owns a 1984 Malibu and is 
CEOIowner of a mortgage banking 
Zompany. Robert was referred to us by 
Mary Bryant at Attitudes International. 
Thanks, Mary! 

David & Shari Press 
N4323N 

Aspen, CO 

David is the new owner of a 1984 
Malibu with spoilers and Ryan TCAD. 
He's involved in pharmaceuticals and 
venture capital investments. And he 
lives in one of the prettiest places on 
earth! He comes to us by way of John 
Foster at SkyTech. 

Robert & Valerie Kushner 
N904TM 

Morgan Hill, CA 

Robert is president of NPI, involved 
in trade shows. Heowns a 1986Malibu. 
He was referred to us by Steve Frost at 
Corporate Air Technology. Thanks, 
Steve! 

As I know you will, please welcome 
these new members to the M-MOPA 
family. 

By now, you have all received your 
dues invoices for 1995. And most of 
you understand how important your 
membership in M-MOPA is to you. 
Our ongoing projects depend on your 
renewal and your support. Please take 
amoment to respond to the dues invoice. 
You don't want to miss out on any 
issues of The MalibuIMirage or any 
benefits we continue to offer current 
members. RENEW YOUR 
MEMBERSHIP NOW! 

In the meantime, FLY SAFE! 
M-MOPA 
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RAM MALIBU COOLING TEST N I ~ ~ B U  

CLIMB JUIY 19. 1994 

Pilot: G. Barns 

Co-Pilot: I. Rose 

PIPER MALIBU WITH RAM BAFnE . MAGS. AND PR0'l"O TYPE RAM GEAR DOORS 

2500 RPM, 35". 32 GPH 125 KlAS 

FAR 

23.1043b FAR FAR 

MAXIMUM 23.1043d 23.1043~ 

PRESSURE AMBIENT DELTA CORR. CORR. 

ALTITUDE OAT TEMP. TEMP. CHTlt4 CHTt44 OILTEMP OIL TEMP 

(FEET) (F) (F) (F) (F) (F) (F) (F) 

5500 76 80.2 4.2 356 

7000 60.8 74.8 14.0 358 

8500 54.5 69.4 14.9 359 

IMWX) 50.3 64.0 13.7 359 

11300 45.2 59.3 14.1 36 1 

12700 41.2 54.3 13.1 36 1 

14000 39 49.6 10.6 364 

15300 36 44.9 8.9 364 

16600 35 40.2 5.2 37 1 

PIPER MALIBU WITH RAM BAFFLE. MAGS. AND PIPER DOORS 

2500 RPM. 35". 32 GPH 125 KlAS 

FAR 

23.10436 

MAXIMUM 

PRESSURE AMBLENT DELTA 

ALTITUDE OAT TEMP. TEMP. CHTM 

358.9 

367.8 

369.4 

368.6 

370.9 

370.2 

371.4 

370.2 

374.7 

FAR 

23.1043d 

CORR. 

CHT#4 

July 11. 1994 

FAR 

23.1043~ 

CORR. 

OIL TEMP OIL TEMP 

(FEET) (F) (F) (F) (F) (F) (F) (F) 

5500 65 80.2 15.2 362 372.6 174 189.2 

7400 57 73.4 16.4 366 377.5 180 196.4 

8800 52 68.3 16.3 37 1 382.4 181 197.3 

10300 47 62.9 15.9 376 387.1 182 197.9 

11800 44 57.5 13.5 379 388.5 183 196.5 

13200 37 52.5 15.5 38 1 391.8 184 199.5 

14500 36 47.8 11.8 38 1 389.3 184 195.8 

16500 33 40.6 7.6 388 393.3 186 193.6 
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RAM STC Program - Con? from Page 26 

louvered nose gear doors that would 
provided increased airflow out of the 
lower engine bay. Two sets of prototype 
louvered doors were built, and several 
cooling evaluations were performed. 
The tests consisted of climbing the 
aircraft at 35 inches Hg manifold 
pressure, 2500 rpm, fuel flow set to 32 
gph (full rich) and a climb speed of 125 
KIAS. Each test was started at 5,000 
feet and concluded at 17,500 feet. The 
aircraft was configured with both RAM 
baffles and Slick 6320 pressure 
magnetos. 

Test flights were performed with 
both the Piper gear doors and the other 
with the RAM louvered gear doors. The 
data was corrected per FAR 23.1043b, 

which corrects to a sea level standard 
day of 100" F and has a temperature 
lapse rate of 3.6" F per 1,000 feet. The 
tests of the RAM louvered doors showed 
an average CHT decrease of 16" F when 
compared to the standard Piper doors, 
and a 14" F average decrease in oil 
temperature (see table 1). When we 
include the baffle seal cooling increase, 
the overall cooling improvement with 
the RAM modifications are a reduction 
of CHT's of 41" F and a reduction of oil 
temperatures by 24" F. 

We were happy with the results and 
knew that this mod would be of benefit 
to the Malibu community. However, 
the major drawback was going to be the 
cost ($4,000 to $6,000) due to the need 
to custom build new louvered nose gear 
doors. But, for the additional cooling 

(i.e. less engine wear & stress), we 
figured it would be worth it. 

As we continued testing, we decided 
to evaluate the aircraft's handling 
characteristics, noise, and performance 
without any nose gear doors. Thereason 
being that we were producing the first 
set of production doors and the aircraft 
sheet metal technicians needed our 
prototypes to review during the 
construction. In the meantime, we had 
some additional testing and evaluation 
we wanted to perform. To do this, we 
would need to fly without the nose gear 
doors (we didn't want to put the 
production doors back on if we could 
avoid it). To clean up the front of the 
wheel well and increase the efficiency 

Continued on Page 30 

RAM HALIBU C D O ~ G  EVALUATIO# 
2500 RPH, 35" BG, 125 KZaS 

32 GPH 
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Education is never cheap! - 
Are you paying t o  

3 educate your shop. 

TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE. The factory has 
not offered maintenance training in years. Nor have 
they widely offered this training on the Mirage. CAT 
technicians have more collective experience on PA46 
Series aircraft than anyone else in our region. They 
have worked both with and for the factory. And most 
importantly, they have years of hands-on experience. 
CAT has maintenance experience on over 30 Malibu/ 
Mirage aircraft - from S/N 5 (with over 4000 hours 
on it), to brand new PA46-350's. 

SPECIALIZED IN-HOUSE SERVICES. CAT provides 
such services as: computerized maintenance tracking 
at no charge, video probe inspection, eddy current 
and NDT inspections, propel!er dynamic balance, 
Power-Pac spoilers, engine repair/exchange, custom 
installations, and warranty assistance. 

LOCATION. We are conveniently located in the 
San Jose Jet Center Complex, consistently one of Pro 
Pilots' Top Ten FBOs. 

COMMITMENT. CAT is committed to quality and 
customer service. Our success testifies to that. So the 
next time you have maintenance requirements, or 
need technical advice, remember to call on us. 

A\ * 
- 

Corporate Air Technology 

1250 Aviation Avenue, Suite 125 San Jose, CA 95 110 

FAA CERTIFIED REPAIR STATION AU3R384L. Corporate Air Technology is 
conveniently located within the San Jose Jet Center Complex at San Jose International Airport. 
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RAM STC Program - Con? from Page 28 was the same. We decided to perform 
cooling tests just like the two previously 

ofthepressurerecovery,anaerodynarnic discussed. The tests indicated that the 
fairing was added to the front of the CHT's dropped an average of 15' F 
wheel well. We flew our initial test when compared to the RAM doors (see 
flight without nose gear doors and, to table 2). and 31' F when compared to 
our surprise, the temps lookedlower, no the Piper production doors (figure 1). 
buffeting or noise increase, and handling No significant change in oil temperature 

between the RAM louvered doors and 
the doors removed was indicated. The 
total decrease in temperatures with the 
RAM baffle seals and Door Removal 
Kit when compared to the standard 
Malibu was 56" F for the CHT's and 25" 
F for the oil. 

Continued on Page 32 

RICH OF PEAK SETT 

MANIFOLD 

HIGH SPEED CRUISE - 

ECONOMY CRUISE - 

RICH (65% - 202 HP) 

LONG RANGE CRUISE 

- 

FUEL 

mow * 
TURBINE 

INLET TEMP. 

(OF) 

1 00° RICH OF 

PEAK 

75' RICH OF 

PEAK 

50" RICH OF 

PEAK 

LEAN OF PEAK SETTINGS 

(Piper Method) 

TURBINE 

INLET TEMP. 

(OF) 

50' LEAN OF 

PEAK 

POWER 

ECONOMY CRUISE 

LEAN (65% - 202 HP) 

LONG RANGE CRUISE 

- LEAN (55% - 17 1 HP) 

50" LEAN OF 

PEAK 

* Cruise fuel flow increases one (1) GPH for each 2 d C  below standard day temperature and 
decreases one ( 1 )  GPH for each 20°C above standard day temperature. 

RPM 

2300 

2400 

2200 

2300 
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MANIFOLD 

PRESSURE 

(IN. HG.) 

31.5 

29.5 

28 

27 

FUEL FLOW* 

(GPH) 

16.5 

16.5 

14.5 

14.5 



YOUR WESTERN STATES MALIBU SALES, SERVICE 
& PARTS HEADQUARTERS - AUTHORIZED PIPER SERVICE CENTER 

WESTERN PIPER SALES - FRESNO, CA 
Div of Central Califorma Aviat~on, Inc. 

LOCATED IN THE MIDDLE OF THE BEAUTIFUL CENTRAL 
CALIFORNIA SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY FOR 23 CONTINUOUS YEARS 

SERVICE: Expert Scheduled Service and MaintenancelRepair on the Malibu 310 and Mirage, 
Continental and Lycoming Engines. Replacement/troubleshooting, pressurization service, Spoilers, De-Ice 
Systems, Prop Balancing, King Avionics/Autopilot Service on site, transportation/shuttle for pilots/owners or 
Free Fishing Guides w/Boat and Gear for customers remaining overnight. Courtesy AvGas at our cost. Free 
loaner automobiles. 

Our director of Maintenance, Mr. Kevin Mead, LA. (Formerly with the outstanding Skytech, Inc. of Baltimore, 
MD) is available as your personal maintenance supervisor. 

SALES: Pre-owned MalibulMirage and new Mirage. 

SPECIALISTS IN: De-Ice Systems, RAM Cooling Kits, 
Plastech Window Shade Mod, Service Bulletins & Upgrades, 
Electronic Digital Tachometers, Trouble Shooting, Pre-Buys, 
Engine Fuel Systems, Pressurization Experts. 

Please call us Today. 
Robert D. Pursell, President, Director of Sales 
Kevin Mead, Director of Maintenance, Maintenance Manager 
1 -800-60-PIPER 
1-209-252-2926 
1-209-252-7837 FAX 
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RAM STC Program - Continued from Page 30 

Now we had another configuration 
to consider. In climb it lookedgood, but 
how would the cruise be changed? A 
cursory check of the cruise speeds at 
17,500 feet with engine settings of 35" 
Hg, 2500 rpm, and 26 gph showed 
airspeeds of 159 KIAS with the Piper 
production doors, 156 KIAS with the 
RAM "NO DOORS", and 157 KIAS 
with the RAM prototype louvered gear 
doors. It was decided that the no doors 
mod would be prudent and the most cost 
effective. 

Now that we can cool the engine 
more efficiently during climb and cruise, 
it didn't make sense to climb at full rich 
mixture. We decided'to install our 
LeBow shaft mounted torque meter and 
generate a recommended power chart. 
The LeBow mounts in line between the 
prop and the crank flange and gathers 
data through a 4 arm bonded strain 
gauge bridge. The signal from the bridge 
is transferred through a set of slip rings. 
The torque values are displayed on a 
LED display in the cabin. This allows 
the test pilot and flight test engineer to 
set the power settings and monitor real 
time the resultant torque. 

We also decided to evaluate rich of 
peak fuel flow settings. The 300 and 
400 series Cessna Aircraft that RAM 
works with every day all operate at rich 
of peak fuel flows. Old habits die hard 

and we just wanted to compare 
performance. Prior to testing, an annual 
was performed on our test aircraft 
N146BU (serial no. 46-8408057). The 
total time on the TCM remanufactured 
engine was 604.6 hours. An engine 
compression check was performed per 
TCM service bulletin M84-15 and all 
cylinders were within compression 
limits. The compression values were 
51/80, 60180, 61/80, 68/80, 60180, & 
66/80. This would provide a good 
chance to evaluate an average or possibly 
less than average condition mid-life 
engine. Usually, flight manual data is 
gathered with a new engine (less than 
100 hours). We wanted to see how our 
aircraft compared to the published 
Aircraft Flight Manual (AFM). We 
performed rich of peak and lean of peak 
settings (see Table 3). The values for 
rpm and manifold pressure are what 
was required to produce the stated 
horsepower. 

The cruise airspeed was checked at 
the altitudes of 10,500, 17,500 and 
22,000 feet and power settings of 55%, 
65% and 75%. A calibration of the 
production airspeed indicator showed 
an average error of 5 knots fast with the 
largest error being 7 knots. A calibrated 
F- 1A sensitive airspeed indicator that 
RAM uses for FAA certification tests 
was installed in the aircraft to provide a 
more accurate reading of the airspeed. 
The results showed a decrease in true 
airspeed when compared to the AFM. 

The production doors were reinstalled 
on the aircraft and the same cruise checks 
were performed. Again, the true 
airspeeds were lower than the AFM 
(see table 4). 

RAM to date has been unable to 
account for N146BU, with the Piper 
doors installed, being 3 to 14 KTAS 
slower than the Piper AFM speeds. The 
slightly low engine compression is not 
a factor since correct power was 
configured using the LeBow. We 
probably increased the aircraft drag 
slightly with the installation of the 
LeBow, but we do not believe it was 
enough to account for the differences 
shown in table 4. 

After all the testing and data 
reduction, the results are that we have a 
modification that drops the engine 
CHT's by 50" F and the oil temperature 
by 25" F with a loss in cruise speed of an 
average of 3 KIAS. The RAM Malibu 
cooling kit installation provides a fuel 
savings 4 to 6 gph in the climb and 
reduces engine operating temperatures 
to more optimum levels with respect to 
wear and durability. For more 
information regarding oil lubricaty 
versus temperature, please see the 
attached RAM Main~enance Tip. 

Ed Note: Please see Page 36 for the RAM 
Maintenance Tip as well as a companion story 
- An Interview with Jack Riley, President of 
RAM Aircraft on Page 18. M-MOPA 

I Table 4. 
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The following is a direct quote 
from FAA Certification 

Flight Tests: 
(Temperatures are corrected to 
simulate a 100 degree F day.) 

"The TSIO-550-C engine is very well 
cooled in this installation; qualitatively, 
based on my previous experience, it 
runs cooler than the original TSIO-520- 
BE engine. Max corrected CHT in MCP 
climb is 364 degrees F, giving a margin 
of 96 degrees F below the limit of 460 
degrees F. Max corrected CHT at 
25,000 feet "best economy" leaned 
cruise at 262 HP (75% of engine's max 
rating of 350 HP) is 403 degrees F, 
giving a margin of 57 degrees F below 
the limitof 460degrees F. ... [ It] is much 
easier to manage in cruise, without the 
50 degree F "lean-of-peak TIT 
requirement." 

Your Malibu is eligible to have a TCM TSIO 550C engine - 
installed -- rAed at 350 HP, derated to 310 HP. 

altimore, Maryland 
Portland, Oregon 
Eugene, Oregon 

Eden Prairie, Minne 
ark Aviation * Bloomington, Illinois 
estern Piper Sales Fresno, Califor 

Here is what this new 550C Continental engine will do for your Malibu. 

Take off using only 88.5% power (88.5 x 350 HP = 3 10 HP). The engine 
is approved for continuous operation at 3 10 HP. 

30 more HP at 75% power (75% x 350 = 262.5 HP as opposed to 75% x 
310 HP = 232.5 HP). 

Flying at speeds comparable to your 520 BE engine, the 550C will just be 
loafing along with comparable fuel flows and less manifold pressure or 
lower RPM -- which equates to cooler temperatures and longer life. 

Flying at normal powersettings, withcomparable payloads, your Continental 
powered Malibu will perform better than a Mirage -- due to approximately 
330 pounds less basic airplane weight and a Continental tuned induction 
system. 

The 550C engine is approved to use your same propeller -- the external 
dimensions and weight of the 550C engine are identical with the 520BE, 
therefore no airplane modifications are required. 

The 550C engine has a TBO of 2,000 hours. 

The exchange installed price is $57,000 plus tax. This includes new Lord 
mounts, hoses, dynamic prop balance, STC and Flight Manual Supplement. 

If your Malibu is not already equipped with spoilers, we recommend 
Dower Dac moilers. We can install them at the same time of 
1 

;our ' 5 5 0 ~  engine change for $10,750 plus tax. 

VK Leasing, Inc. 81 31898-1 921 Fax 81 31898-1 922 
FAA STC Number SA0038 OAT Approved to replace TSlO 520 BE with TSlO 550C / 



&e   via ti on Sales, Inc. office complex, as 
pictured, is located on Denver's Centennial 
Airport. Our facility combines modern office 
space with attached hangars. Full FBO 
amenities are available. 

d n e  Malibus are based on Centennial Airport. 

Seven of those are Mirages and were sold new by 
the Aviation Sales, Inc. marketing personnel. 

Aviation Sales, Inc. also enjoys the privilege of 
selling numerous previously owned Malibus & 
Mirages of high quality worldwide. 

Our marketing department continuously follows 
the MalibuIMirage market. They are constantly 
seeking high quality aircraft to purchase for our 
inventory. 

%r Maintenance department with state of 

the art equipment, employs onlyfill-time 
I.A. qualified mechanics.' 

Our computer printed log book entries, 
service publication compliance and tail to 
spinner component history reports impress 
not only our customers, but sales and 
maintenance facilities alike. 

We respect you our customer and your 
aircraft. Our "Attention to Detail" 
philosophy extends from the work we 
perform, through our paperwork, to our 
level of customer service. 



If you find you require a King Air size cabin, or a 4.5 x 4.5 ft. cargo door you should consider 
the PC XII. Enclosed flushing lavatory, lateral tracking seats, 

refreshment cabinets and entertainment center are included in the executive interior. 

The PC XI1 has a cruise speed of 2 7 0  kts., a range exceeding 1,600 nautical miles 
and operates to 30,000 ft. 

Pilatus has been manufacturing aircraft in Stans, Switzerland since 1939  and is 
one of the leading PT-6A powered manufacturers in the world. 

Aviation Sales, Inc. has been a full line Piper Sales Service Center for thirty years. 
Our experienced sales staff has sold well over 100 new and previously owned Malibus. 

Aviation Sales, Inc. also inventories a wide variety of pristine, low time, 
late model aircraft. From the Malibu through entry level jets we can offer you 

professional sales and brokerage services. 
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Oil Sludge = Engine Wear 

The following material is based 
on information acquired during 
instrumented flight tests of aCessna 
4 14; from RAM engine test cell data; 
and from data provided by Technical 
Representatives of Shell and Phillips 
Oil Corporations. 

Oil Oxidizes 

Oil oxidizes (forms sludge) as a 
function of time, temperature, and 
exposure to high shear forces going 
through the interface between a 
rotating shaft and its associated 
bearing. According to Shell and 
Phillips representatives, the rate of 
oxidation is insignificant (and fully 
acceptable) in aircraft engines (1 .) 
when the oil is changed every 50 
hours, and (2.) when oil temperatures 
are maintained in the range from 
170°F to 230°F. 

Above 230°F, the rate of sludge 
formation (oxidation) doubles 
every 20°F. (Phillips say 19°F. Shell 
says 20°F.) Shell's Representative 
noted that below 230°F the oxidation 
takes place at aconstant rate (straight 
line increase) at temperatures 
between 150°F to 230°F. In this 
range, time is the significant variable. 
The aircraft owner can control this 
variable by changing the oil every 
50 hours. (It can thus be assumed 
that waiting until 100 hours to change 
the oil would result in the straight 
line increase, thus twice as much 
sludge in 100 hours as in 50 hours.) 

What is wrong with sludge? 
Sludge is not a lubricant, and it may 
have an abrasive quality. It consists 
of several items: (1 .)carbon particles 
(Some are coke or charcoal-like.) 
(2.) wear metal particles (3.) 
combustion by-products. (4.) dirt. 

Doesn't the oil filter remove 
sludge? Yes it does. However. the 
difficulty is -- if and when excessive 
sludge is trapped by the filter - the 
automatic oil filter pressure by-pass 
valve is forced open. This happens 
because of the high pressure drop created 
by the sludge clogged filter. The aircraft 
owner has no way of knowing when the 
filter by-pass opens. But when it does, 
all the additional sludge is allowed to 
circulate past the filter and go directly 
through the oil system. The aircraft 
owner can help control this situation 
with frequent oil and filter changes. 

Oil Operating Temperature 

The factor that RAM aspires to 
control is engine oil operating 
temperature. This aspect ofoil integrity 
can be much improved, as the following 
analysis indicates. 

Since neither Phillips or Shell 
volunteered the oxidation rate (sludge 
formation rate) when oil temperatures 
are between 150°F to 230°F, RAM 
believes a conservative assumption of 
oxidation to be 1 % per 50 hours engine 
operation. Thus, if the oil is operated 
100 hours, sludge would become 2% of 
the volume. Following the "double 
oxidation rate - per 20°F" rule noted in 
the second paragraph, oil operatedabove 
250°F will become 4% sludge by 
volume. Oil operated at 270°F will 
become 8% sludge by volume, when 
operated 100 hrs. before being changed. 
Sludge is not a lubricant, it may have 
abrasive qualities. 

It is very important to understand 
that General Aviation piston engine 
oil temperature gauges do not 
measure engine oil operating 
temperatures *. Rather, they measure 
oil temperature at the oil cooler outlet, 
which is the coolest point in the oil 
circulation system. RAM flight test 

data from sea level to 30,000 feet 
(and in RAM's test cell) indicates 
that the TCM TSIO-520series engine 
oil operating temperature are 50°F 
to 90°F averaae 70°F) hipher rhan 
indicated on the panel mounted oil 
tenwerature naune. 

* (From RAM's observations. 
There may he an exception that 
RAM is not aware of.) 

The consequence of the oil 
operating temperatures averaging 
70°F higher than indicated by the 
pilot's oil temperature gauge is that 
180°F oil temperature (indicated) 
is actually 250°F. A pilot reading 
200°F will probably have an engine 
oil temperature closer to 270°F. 
Such temps. produce 4% to 8% 
sludge by volume. 

The Good News 

To the best of RAM's 
knowledge, engine wear due to oil 
sludge has never been known to 
cause an engine failure. Aircraft 
engine wear problems usually mean 
minor inconvenience, and higher 
than expected maintenance expense. 
Because RAM Aircraft provides 
10070 warranty for the first year and 
pro-rata warranty on the engine to 
TBO, engine wear due to oil sludge 
is an inconvenience and expensive 
to both RAM and the aircraft owner. 

Remembering the facts 
presented in the above paragraphs, 
it is important to note that even a 
20°F drop in oil temperature can be 
expected to result in reducing oil 
sludge formation to 50% that of the 
current industry norm. A40°Fdrop 
in oil temperature can be expected 
to reduce oil sludge formation to 
25% of the current industry norm. 
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Short. Unmmomwd Stm - Cont'd from Page 22 

GoA'o-Go Decision 

Finally. after gathering all pertinent 
information and reviewing your pilot 
techniques. the moment of truth has 
arrived. Should I go or should I scrub 
the whole thing? This decision is what 
flying is all about. If the decision is to 
go, then a few simple guidelines need to 
be reviewed before the throttle is pushed 
forward. 

Checkpoints 

Preset at 500 ft. intervals easily 
identifiable distance markers. This will 
aid you in determining if the takeoff is 
progressing as planned. 

This is a point in the takeoff roll at 
which takeoff can be stopped and the 
aircraft safely stopped on the runway. 
Normally, after 900 ft. of the takeoff 
roll you will be past the point where you 
will be able to stop the aircraft on an 
unimproved short field for minimum 
takeoff run of 1.700 ft. 

Lift Off 

A predetermined lift off point must 
be computed for each flight. Conditions 
of soil, sod, and slope will determine 
where that point should be. Make sure 
an adequate margin for error is provided 
because the POH leaves alot ofquestions 
unanswered about takeoff conditions. 

Emergency 

Abort Point If the aircraft fails to perform as 

expected, don't hesitate to stop. If the 
aircraft is still on the ground, accept a 
controlled crash. If it has lifted off, 
select a spot that provides the best chance 
of survival, i.e., thinnest trees, opening 
between obstacles, etc. Yourseats were 
designed to withstand a9G deceleration, 
hopefully, your body can do likewise. 

In summary 

A soft / short takeoff is not your 
standard operation in the Malibu / Mirage. 
This does not mean that it cannot be done 
safely. However, before you attempt 
one, get some instruction in your aircraft 
from an experienced instructorthat knows 
your MaIibuMirage at all levels of the 
performance envelope. Practice under 
ideal conditions and then leave yourself 
plenty of margin the first few times you 
attempt the maneuver. MMOPA 

I Ron Cox 
Insurance approved by a11 

major aviation underwriters 
for initial and recurrent 

factory equivalent training. 

- .- --" - . - - - 

-Autopilot 

pdated training manuals Instrument handbooks Standardizedflight training 
Diversified trainingsubjects: -High altitude operations -Weather - CRM 

Like aircraft equipment, initial and recurrent trainingcancome in many different levels ofquality. Ifthe 

john ~ ~ f i ~ ~ ,  training you have received up tonow has been a t  best mediocre and generally forgettable, youoweit to 
yourselfto try ATM, the acknowledgedleaderin Malibu/Mirage training. Our rates are as competitive as 
,..,t,,.,:,m ATnK',;,tn,c;.,,,,..m,,, ..,;I1 . , , m ~ A . a ~ , n ~ , ~ l ~ ~ , o l  nfnmf,&nnplr 9n,-l ; n ~ r o a a n  fim;l;aAtxlw;th 

he Malibuas an engineer, 
ng Ccntcr managcr fbr 
re ATPrated pilots who 
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Classified Rates 

The classified advertising section in- 
cludes used aircraft, services and used 
equipment. Three column format (col- 
umn width 2 311 6 ) .  

Regular line classified (42 typewritten 
characters per line - including 
spaces). 

Per insertion $35.00 

Publisher reserves the right to refuse or 
withdraw advertising. You will be in- 
voiced for payment. 

Display Rates 

Back Cover 
Inside Covers 
Full Page 
112 Page 

Please call for cover requirements. 

Send all advertising to the Publisher: 

The Jemar Company 
29041.1 North Patterson Street 

Valdosta, Georgia 31602 

FLORIDA Spruce Creek Fly-in - 
America's Premier Fly-in Commu- 
nity. 4,000' paved lighted runway, 
paved taxiways, full service FBO, 
golf and tennis Country Club, 24 
hour security, 15 minutes from 
Daytona Beach International Air- 
port and the Ocean. Pilots Serving 
Pilots. Pat and Lenny Ohlsson, 
Spruce Creek Fly-in Realty. 800- 
932-4437. Evening 904-76 1-8804. 

October 11 - 15,1995 - 5th Annual 
Convention - To be held in Hilton 
Head, South Carolina. 

;heck-h - Continued from Page 13 

Dear Sy: 

KFC 150 in 1984 Malibu continues 
:o be troublesome. Rarely has worked 
:orrectly. When I push P'IT switch, 
 lane climbs & V bar moves up. 
Preselect occasionally dashes all over 
:he place. 

Paul Celpi 

To M*MOPA Members: 

I had a sudden loss of response of 
mixture control knob (i.e.) whenIleaned 
back to 14-1 6 gals. The mixturecontrol 
lever would not increase or decrease the 
fuel flow. A precautionary landing was 
made. The mixture cable is connected 
to the fuel pump by aserratedcam lever. 

The serrations was worn and could 
not engage the roll pin connected to the 
fuel pump. This item is hard to find and 
aircraft was down for two weeks. 
Alternative arrangements were very 
expensive for a $60 part. 

Sy Weiner 

The light over the air door gets 
bumped by baggage and may leave a 
dead battery. I have fashioned apositive 
lock off to avoid this. Stereo unit may 
also be culprit for dead battery. 

Kennard Kaplan (N92817) 

On final, deploying the 3rd notch of 
flaps, they only extend +I- 112 way and 
flap motor light comes on. On resetting 
breaker, they go all the way down. If I 
ease flaps down 113 way and then further 
and then all the way, they extend fully. 

Ted Blohnl 

Editor Conlment: Two possibilities 
exist since I had a similar problem. 
Rigging of flap switch is necessary since 
there may be some misalignment. 2nd 
possibility, and this cured mine, was 
replacement of timer pump shut off 
switch. The timer is not shutting off. I 
have a 1984 Malibu. ~ r n ~ p ~  

The following facilities offer 
initial and/or recurrent training 

for the MalibueMirage: 

Attitudes International, Inc. 
St. Petersburg, Florida 

(813) 821-6835 

Vero Beach, FL / Twice Monthly 
Chesterfield, MO / February 3 - 5 
Hartford, CT / February 17 - 19 
San Jose, CA / March 24 - 26 

Olathe, KS / April 7 - 9 
San Diego, CA / April 28 - 30 

Pontiac, MI / May 5 - 7 
Boston, MA / May 19 - 21 

Sun Valley, ID /June 9 - 1 1 

Aviation Training Management 
Vero Beach, Florida 

(407) 778- 7815 

Tucson, AZ 1 Feb 1 - 3 
Dallas, TX / Mar 22 - 24 

San Jose, CA / April 19 - 2 1 

Clark A viation 
Bloomington, Illinois 
Call: 1-800-262-8247 

Initial and Refresher training 
provided on request. Jay Allen is 

Director of Malibu Training. 

F.A.C.T.O.R.Y., ZNC. 
Vero Beach, Florida 

(407) 562-5438 

Refresher training on request 
with Lester Kyle. 
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Quit Wasting Your Time 



MA L/BU//MRA GE TRAINING 
I995 SCHEDULE! 

This year, train with 
ATTITUDES for the best MalibulMirage 
training available anywhere. 

AllITUDES' owns the only Malibu type specific simula- 
tor in the world. The simulator, located at the Piper Training 
Center, is used in ATTITUDES' initial and refresher training 
conducted at Vero Beach, FL. Capable of being configured 
as either a Malibu or Mirage, the simulator has the same 
instrument panel, avionics, circuit breakers and auto pilot1 
flight director as your own Malibu or Mirage. The excellent 
visuals can portray day or night VFR or 200 ft. overcast 
conditions with turbulence. The simulator allows us to 
provide experiencesfor the pilot that would be impossible in 
the aircraft, such as rapid depressurization, vacuum failure 
or engine failure during icing while in IFR conditions, elec- 
trical failure or pitot ice. The Malibu accidentsand suspected 
causes are reviewed and proper avoidance and recovery 
techniques are practiced in the simulator and flight portions 
of your training. 

Inclusion of the simulator in your training assures you 
that you have obtained the most thorough training available 
and are the best prepared Malibu pilot possible. For this 
reason, some major insurers do not approve training unless 
it incorporates ATTITUDES' simulator. 

ATTITUDES also offers training at locations across the 
country and can come to your location, if necessary. 

ATTITUDES is the only company, approved by Piper for 
MalibuIMirage for training. 

ATTITUDES' training programs are approved by 
the leading insurance underwriters. 

CALL MARY BRYANT 
(813) 821 -6835 

307 Brightwaters Blvd. 
St. Petersburg, FL 33704 

1995 SCHEDULE - FIRST HALF 
Vero Beach, FL Twice Monthly 
Chesterfield, MO February 3-5 
Hartford, CT February 17-1 9 
San Jose, CA March 24-26 
Olathe, KS April 7-9 
San Diego, CA April 28-30 
Pontiac, MI May 5-7 
Boston, MA May 1 9-2 1 
Sun Valley, ID June 9-11 

Or by special arrangement 
at our location or yours. 

PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION'S 
EXCLUSIVELY APPROVED MALIEU MOBILE TRAINING SCHOOL 


